MSS GC March Meeting Summary  
03/23/2022 from 7-8:30 p.m. CT

Actions Taken

• (GCAI) Ensuring Continued Access to Equitable Take-Home Methadone Treatment: Motion that the GRAF reaches out to appropriate folks who interface with the opioid task force and see how a letter would be received. If consistent with internal policy and feasible by advocacy, we will proceed with writing the letter. Motion passes.

• (GCAI) Affirming AMA support of virtual medical school, residency, and fellowship interviews: Motion to suggest to the authors that they provide any comment they would like under the pending transmittals referenced by Anna (posted on socials, will blast out a reminder as well, anyone is able to post) because this request is encompassed under those. Reach out to Rohan and see the status of the coalition’s ability to field additional comments/questions from outside organizations. Motion passes.

Topics Discussed

• Letter to BOT Title IX
• Mentorship steering committee plans to focus on cross sectional resources for mentees and mentors
• Implementing MSS awards at the MSS June 2022 Meeting
• ALO created and distributed a financial assistance survey due 04/25
• Collaboration with NMSOs
• Speakers’ Ruling and leadership applications are posted for the June meeting
• Review of draft submissions and reports is underway